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Scottish Libertarian.Federation

The S.L.F. is an.organisation of individual members Who can.agree with
at least the following three principles.

_ ++++++++

1, We stand for the creation of a classless society, the abolition of
wage labour and an end to oppression on.the grounds of sex or race.

2, When and if decisions need to be taken.which.involve more people than
can.meet face to face, then these decisions will be taken.by elected
delegates, Delegates should be subject to imediate recall by the
groups they represent. They should have no special privileges. Their
sole function would be to communicate the views of the people who
elect them, No one should make a career out of being a delegate. 2

5. ‘We stand for the abolition, not the seizure of state power. The
transformation of society which we want cannot be brought about by
any group assuming power on.behalfi of the working class. It can only
be achieved.by the mass of the poeple wanting it and understanding
how they are to bring it about.   

F

+-I-++++++

This ‘manifesto’ was accepted at a conference of the Scottish Libertarian
Federation on.l4th November-1976, It can be altered at any future conference.

You can join the S.IuF. if you.are a libertarian living in Scotland, The
annual subscription is £1, "which should be sent to the National Secretary.

Membership entitles you to receive "Scottish Libertarian? and to be
notified about any conferences or other'meetings, we have conferences at
roughly damonthly intervals. The next one is due pretty soon - see p. 8.

-\

.Articles and letters for "Scottish libertarian" are welcome from.everybody. '
(members of the S.L.F. have the right to have articles included) 0
If possible, articles should be typed onto duplicating stencils with at
least a one-inch margin at each side and half an inch at the top and bottom.
(Page size is.A4 (21cm x 29.7cm, or 8%" x 11%"))

The deadline for publication is theoretically 15th May, but this may be
altered by our having a conference before that.

 ui

S.L;F. CONThCT.KDDRESSES

National Secretary :

Aberdeen:

'Dundee: 1

Edinburgh:

Glasgow:

Port Glasgow:

Stirling:

Individual contacts in th “
National Secretary, (For
Production Collective
and working group : same as the Dndee address or phone Mike Malet, @52065.
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Whether we like " or ' s i

O- fr?!) -'7“

. - . .a~ it not, Anarchist have been recently
been dragged into the world_ of music by, the claims of the
Sex Pistols to be. inarchists(or rather,in the best traditions
of the music 'business,the claims: of their manager).The cover
of the Scottish Punk-Roch Fanzine "Ripped and Torn"(25p' and
expensive at half ithe price) features a newspaper cutting on A
the release of Carballo 31anco.Inside the paper they display
confusion covert what Anarchism‘ is when they credit IRA bombs
to anarchists. ‘ '

I"J --1E3 A s» is {'_.. __)55

It's not my intention,however' to talk here about Punk Roch,
which is merely the latest spectacle too satisfy jaded pal-
ates,and ash we shall hopefully see later is not fundemental—
ly different from other Rock music,but to do some pseudo-
academic theorising rand about tthe only music which-could in my
opinion be considered Anarchist,that is,Free Music.
Firstly  it is necessary to attempt to define music,a very difficult
thing to do in non-musical terms.M definition would be that music
I J 2 ‘ y 0 - 01S one oi the means open to every one of us to communicate emotion.
Over the years rules and conventions have been imposed on music,
something which has had two main effects(at least that is all I can
think of at the moment);these bein3:-
1. Playing of music has become the preserve of an elite who have

devoted years to learning by rote these rules and conventions,
and who consequently are unable to express emotion(I "learned"
in this way myself).I remember havinga conversation with an
orchestral musician who held up her hands in horror at my
suggestion that,when playing say Beethovenpshe had the right,if
she thought a note other than that chosen by 3eethoven sounded
better,to play that note instead.  

2. It is nigh on impossible to express emotion within the rules of
music,Thus music loses its main function.(This is a highly cone
tentious point;the subject of a discussion with’: another
Glasgow cde.This however is my theory until proven wrong) ,

Thus we have the previously mentioned "Composer as God" attitude,
one particularly prevelant in so+called ‘Classical’ music(and recog-
nised as such:"The present day composer refuses to diel"-Varese.)The
faults of this Graveyard Ethic was recognised by ailliam ?odwin,when
he wrotezdall formal repitition of other men's ideasseems to be a
scheme for imprisoning,for so long a time,the operations of our own
minds."
.httempts have been made,until recently only implicitly,to break down
the walls which prevent the expression of emotion.Possibly Jazz was
originally an attempt to do this but rapidly built it's own walls. _
Each new phase of Jazz arose with the same intention and went the
same way,until the advent of Free Jazz with the Sun Ra Arkestra in
the midefifties,which rapidly became a rejection of the concept of
Rules as such. _, _H _H p
Roch music too begah with an onrush 0f_emotion soon diverted into
the dams of convention.I'm concentrating on Roch for examples of the
form being transcended,since it is the form of music about which I
am the most knowledgeable. 7  1
Syd Barrett,the founder of the Pink Floyd,several times transcended 
the Rock form,mainly due to his being a catatonic schizophrenic.
This condition unfortunately also seems to lead to imbalance too
far over the edge,and much of his music is only psychedelic ramb-
1ing.Eor every son; transcending the genre there are several others
consisting only of meandering hippy imagery.;
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A long academic thesis (and probably a very boring one) could be
written on the subject of "Captain Beefheart,Aldous Huxley,and p
Anarchism" but in the short space available here it is sufficient
to say that Captain Beefheart's music with it's indifference to
convential rhythm,timing and melodic conventions (not rejection,
since he never seems to have known these rules) is closely related
to his peculiar lifestyle (rejection of schooling due to it's i
tyranny,virtual illiteracy,etc.),and is consequently in my opinion the
most potent example of somebody transcending the field in which he has
been classified in order to create a seemingly irrational,eccentric,
but very personal music. * f

.

My contention therefore is that ‘great’ music is never created with-
in the conventions of a given form,on1y in it's supersession. q
British music,for want of a better term,in Rock,Jazz and ‘Classical’
has shown a careful regard for the rules and the result is stolid
and bloody boring (see Ian Carr's Hucleus for the perfect example).
Free music then is a music which rejects previously defined structures
in favour of that which is spontaneously created in the course of
the performance,pays attention for the first time to the surround-
ing environment and to the interrelations between the performers;it
is the music capable of shattering the dominant form,where the
audience suspendsits consciousness to watch but not participate in
the musical process. ~
It is a music rich in possibilities,those of the investigation of
the possibilities and limitations of each instrument;a music const-
antly walking the tightrope between form and chaos and consequently
creating a tension even in the audience,(It has been recorded that
there is rarely coughing in the audience at a concert of Free Music)

I-J

Some of us in dlasgow are attempting to set up a Eusician's Co—op,
which would initially at least stress Free Music(the only music to ,
really be outside,despite Ian Carr's opinion to the contrary),but
would hopefully come to encompass other types of music. ‘
we are intending to start off by organising a concert to try to
create some interest (although the size of this interest is doubtful
in thelight of previous similar concerts).The music could turn out
to either be good or bad,we don't know,bu$ it would at least be our
own music.Ne have organised similar concerts in the past,but the main
difference here will be that they will not be ‘one-offs‘ but an
attempts to create an ongoing situation based on musicians self-
activity,rather than sitting around waiting for Platform or some
similar organisation to give us a concert.

  ALASTAIR nicxsow
bl

(For more detailed information on Free Music you should see Musics, _
a monthly(a1most) magazine based in London ,and available from
the Glasgow and Edinburgh groups.It's a good mag.,if a trifle

academic at times.) ' *-  

‘p A.D.(Paisley) is amongst other things involved with the
‘ | , .

Libertarian students network,of whibh he has a number of
\ .

significant reservations.These>willmgrobably be pieced
. . - ,

l together as a Critique for §Qe3,by/which the LSN will  
have had another couple of conferences & newsletters.

, - .- -' _ '. , _ p
' : ' ‘ ' ' -' h‘ I In ' ' u ‘ '

_ ' _ - . v. r '

p A He had formulated a report of the 2nd LSN
conference in Feb,Manchester but has scrapped it.*'ft'
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This article, written in 1974 & reprinted slightly abridged in
S.L.F. Newsletter no.l,March 1975 is the text of a talk by Tom
Woolley to a community action conference & included in an issue
of ‘Radical Bulletin’ , a community politics radical liberal

.newsheet. Actually gor me the sharp anti-revolutionary response
to this article by many so-called radical Lg)Liberals helped
convince me personally that libertarian socialism went far beyond
the radical rhetoric & recuperative games of Hains Young Liberals.
The author,was active in community action in areas of Glasgow &
like at least one other member of Glasgow ‘Solidarity’ at that
time employed in the business of(subvertigg)town planning. He
now stays in London according to the Port Glasgow comrades.

@@@@@@@@@@@EEEE%K?
(1) Social & political analysis of the current situation:- A

Most people are explmted at home or at work. We sell our labour
or ourselves in a production process making goods Or Providing
services.

The Institutisss which make the decisions about this
process - what isto be produced - are not accountable to the mass
of people in any meaningful way. In industry the production of
wealth - the resources on which we live - is still by and large
controlled by ‘private’ Organisations not subject to democratic
control. The objectives of these Organisations are to increase
wealth — their wealth - and the wealth is being controlled by fewer
& fewer people while the poor get relatively pmorer. Increased
profitability is the yardstick of capitalism. Things are developed
because they can be sold, not on a just analysis of need. Growth
is the essential dynamic - the spin-off being wasteage,thoughtless
consumption of natural resources, pollution,3rd world starvation &
meaningless drudgery for the industrially better off. Investment
is to maximise profits, not to protect the good of the future of all.
In Britain we haye 5 forms of opposition to this process:-
£ - Collective action at the point of production is the most threat

-ening to capitalism. Halting the production process weakens
the system the most,but present forms of action ensure henefits

- only to selected groups of workers. The traditional ‘work ethic‘
means that to be a worker is to be privileged over others -the

" "right to work" also means the "right" to be exploited.
* - Political Parties of the Left attempt to control or balance the

power of private capital. The ‘socialist’ ilmssmnn has been that
it is possible to spread the ‘benefits’ of growth to the less
powerful through taxation welfare, subsidies etc.. But this kind
of Assistance is equally matched by assistance from the State
to capitalism,subsidies to industry, public spending contaacts
as big sources for profit. Such State mechanisms have been

happily embraced by a party of apologists for capitalism - the
Tories. Through the elitism and corruption of society the out
-look & ideology of 'industrialists' is shared by politicians
& State officials. The State, while claiming to represent the
people, is in alliance with capitalism & its main function is '
to maintain the present ‘stability’ of society and force
people to accept it. /pto/

areage we
'1‘
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@ - ‘community action‘ ,a looseterm-covering organisation by people
around issues of consumption. That is, HOW the resouces of
society are distributed and used, to create the conditions in
which we live. ‘Community action’ is an unsatisfactory term
because it is used by those who have mystical notions about
the idea of ‘community’ & they argue incessantly about what
is the ‘ideal’ size for a community etc.. Essentially there
are 5 main.tppesof actinn:- I O
l. Neighbourhood action, eg. tenants groups, residents groups.
2. Consumess action, eg. squatters, claiments,_shoppers. '
5. National pressure groups, with local membership groups.

IIThe nature of society inevitably throws up thousands of such groups
as people discover ‘that only through COLLECTIVE organisation  ‘
(rather than personal solutions,religion,suicide etc) can they
change anything, but there is very little political theory of how  
they will go about it. t ' '  
We all perpetuate this system by our acceptance of it, no one can
‘drop—out‘ completely, yet for many it involves intolerable A
conditions. When we work to change it and replace it with something
better it mustn't simply be a question of replacing one set of
rulers by another. The way we organise challenges both the private

r manipulation of Capital and the State control of people but has
to avoid tinkering with reforms which only serve to CONTAIN out~
discontent & are a means of deflecting energy into the channels
of INCORPORATION which the system provides. Underlying everyday
existence is this vital tussle between the forces of CONTAINMENT
Qfl LIBERATION which should be the central debating point in
relation to our actions. i "
(2) _COl\ITAI,ND!£F.NT =- T ’
r U ,ee,. O s The State has a capacity to absorb protest & "
discmntent through 'PaRTICIPATION‘. The absorption of the Trade
Unionists through participation in Whitley counciss, boards &
tribunals has been one of the most effective ways of emasculating
the threat of the trade unions. Channelling people into talking
shops or making small concessions can prevent people talking v
about the BASIC issues, and mobilising any threat to the present ,
power structure. Containment means control by EXPERTS, not
peoples control of experts, it means cooperation with capitalism,
not opposition to it, it means subservience of the masses to
control by the few, instead of conscious political expression. In
practice, ‘community action’ has fallen into the trap of contain
-ment and is failing to raise peoples consciousness of their own
power. The ideologists ofi‘community action‘ are, in the main, ,
liberals and reformists who wish to contain action in bounds »
acceptable to the system, they support a whole range of Govern _
—mental & other measures which threaten the AUTONOMY cg groups eg:-
l. The spending of Government finance on community work & ~

‘development’.
2. The recruitment of intellectual and'Professional experts‘ into

~ community organising who see themselves as ‘non-political’ or
3. The revival of interest in ‘grass roots‘ / ‘objective’.
support for political Parties as active support has fallen away.
4. the weakness of community action as a force for LIBERATION
can also be seen in ‘Left’groups attitudes to non’worker‘
action as peripheral. I  

p ,._ Containment has many varying Ideologies. It
can always be identified where EUPHEMISMS are used to describe
social conditions. It doesn't want to acknowledge the existence of
class society, with a history of political understanding. Instead
‘offensive’ language of class struggle is replaced with a new jargon
-:- "DEPRIVATION" for poverty; "DISADVANTAGED" for powerless;
"DISFUNCTIONING OF THE BUREAUCRACY" for corruption & incompetence yy
& so on. Often these realities of capitalist society are described..

4- . .. 0
_ \ ‘ ‘T '
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..as though theu have suddenly been discovered or suddenly worsened
-eg. "the mounting crisis of the inner city’ etc., while in fact
they have always been present. The basis of political action is
not to build up class solidarity but to divide and complexify
the situation through notions of Pluralism.

y c, While society appears
to be made up of a lot of groups competing for resources, it is
wrong to think that social justice oan be achieved by ‘redressing
the B&aance' (another EUPHEMISM) batween groups. Distributing
welfare handouts to the poor, or giving professional help to others
does not give the 'Disadavantaged' more power, Yet many advocates
of community action base their ideas on such a Pluralist illusion.
Britain, probably more than any other country,sustains the existing
social order through a massive network of charitable & 'helping"
groups which isolate and institutionalise the problems ofinequality.
Community action is in greater danger of becoming enmeshed in this
stifling network of agencies which have never questioned the
injustices of society & serve to provide a conscience saving
outlet for thousands of middle class people. So often these do-good
—ers, perhaps even from working class backgrounds themselves,
encourage the more respectable and articulate of local people to
form an organisation which leaves untouched the apparently A _
apathetic & cynical mass. Similarly, groups like tenants assocs.
can become enmeshed in'building'links with such agencies or lobbying
political parties and Councillers,instead of building really strong
participating support within their neighbourhood - eg. supporting
the xLabour Party's sham opposition to the Tory Rent.Act has
destroyed the credibility-of many tenants assocs for a long time.  
(3) LIBERATION:-

What therefore is the correct political practice to
avoid containment? A  a, I a  i to
l. THE QUESTION OF ‘LEADERSHIP’ & working with peopde: The system
depends on passivity - the willingness to leave things to others,
to experts & Leaders who become contained,isolated & compromised.
He who takes the iniative carries the can, thus every activist has
a responsibility to encourage people to play a part, to ROTATE jobs p
& responsibilities. If it is always the same people who do things -
an eternal problem in community action, then they might as well not
be done. It is no use moaning abouttthe apathy of others. The  
‘natural’ process at present is to leave it to The Committee. There
must be constant involvement of everyone, not just the odd mass
meeting as is the case with industrial strikes controlled from
Above. At present many tenants assocs think that they are on Rent
Strike simply because a few Committee members have gone round with
a piece of paper which tenants have signed
-2. INTERVENTION: There is nothing wrong with'outsiders' stimulating
or helping community action groups, BUT IN PRACTICE this is often I
-done in a manipulative way. The main danger is that where ‘profess
—ionals' help, they reinforce peoples deference to expertise and their
dependence on others to do things for them, thus CONTAINING the
potential of any action. Liberation involves demystifying experience
ie. — educating people that certain kinds of training doesn't
enTitle certain people to greater status ,&that professional systems
like Law are basically repressive & anti-working class. Many experts
od course like to project their ROLE as neutral & objective.

\ ‘ .

3. POLITICAIIANALYSIS: Too much community action is issue orientated.
Inevitably action groups spring up around single issues or problems. "
The CAUSES of such problems,however, are to be found in the TOTALITY

cg society, & therefore must be fought at that level. An obvious
example is Rents. Everyone can explain that high rents are caused '
by high interest rates,but few botherto relate this to any broader .
political perspective. They fail to point out that to challenge/ptO/



Pclitical.Analysis continued opposite....ignore what's below the line....——-- .
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this is page 8 for all purposes except the announcement on the inside front
cover - if you're looking for page 8 for that - try the middle of page 17,

Page 8 would have left blank - in a silent dedication of the co—ordinational
abilities of the revolutionary selimanaged production collective - Paul Gordon,
Peter Silcock, Sandy Blake, Keith Millar, Niall Robertson.and John Cowan one),
HOWEVER, since everybody else has gone home I have EXPROPRIATEDT this page in 
order to make a few announcements.

1. Thanks to the other 5 comrades for turning up to produce this issue. I
enjoyed having you here for the weekend.

2. Thanks to Nina Woodcock (who lives here sometimes) for providing food. _
and (mostly) tolerating everybody. .(It's all.right really she is in fact» ~

- \- I ~ . ' - -* ~ '

a bona fide feminist and is not a member of the Scottish Libertarian.Eed.)  

5. Congratulations to Keith Millar for writing his first article in English!
>

Qn Congratulations, too, to those comrade typists who have achived marginal
consciohsness. (If it wasn't for ourwworker~ontrolled cock-up the
margins would even.be on the right side of the pages.)

5. 'Will anybody start a fighting fund to buy Paul a new typewriter? (ppiz/is)
I

6. iDoes anybody manufactore special thin stencils to combat those anarchist
typistswho refuse to be constrained to type within.margins? (pp 10/ll etc)

7. What can be done to persuade people to write a draft of their articles
which can.be revised'& corrected before they are typed instead of people
just bashing them straight onto a stencil like I am doing now?

+++++++++++++++++'++++++++++++++

While I'm in the flow, some notes on SEXISM, LI;J]F."E{YEA.RI.?\NISI£ the RESET

I think that_Sharon.Hayden's article in "SL" 1 was about the best thing in it.
If I had got around to writing an article to continue the discussion it would
have contained some of the following ideas:
+ this working group was all male, and many women libertarians go to WL conferences

but not to SLF or other libertarian conferences
+ because the WLM is so much absorbing'women’s energies, many activities that

always used to be male-dominated rcmain.so simply because the women are not there.
+ almost all libertarian women are also feminists - therefore there is probably

some intrinsic connexion — not_ig§t_a 'token' support by male libertarians.
+ non-libertarian groups have not been affected to the same extent as us, since  
~ they have retained many women in traditional roles: these groups remain.viable. A
+ a male-only or male-dominated libertarian movement is not viable:. new women

will seldom join a group which does not already contain.women; anti-sexism is
mow a main plank of libertarian.politics - it cannot be developed in.a vacuum;
rejection of co-operation.by women will increasingly cause feelings of
unresolved guilt, paralysis, apathy, finally reaction in men.

+ it is therefore essential for men.& women who see this problem to do everything
possible to include women in the libertarian.movement: I agree with all of
Sharon's suggestions (educational.meetings, rotating chairperson, sharing skills,
rotating responsibilities for organisation, even.avoiding meeting in pubs -
‘we could still rendez-vous in a pub &:then go along to the meeting proper). I

+ libertarians can support Womens.Aid groups by helping with taking out the  
kids from.the refuges - don't wait for you local Womens'.Aid Group to approach _
yon! (I've been doing this in.Emmdee for a year and Niall expects to get involved)

+ let's start talking seriously about how we relate to the WLM — I suggest a '
seesion at the next SLF conference on sexism: I beléeve that libertarian men
can give the WLM real support only if they give it critical support....

P q - .
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interest rates is to chaldence one of the corner-stones of capitalist1.3 .

societ namelr a lucrative source of ‘safe’ investment,profit & 1
an accep ance 0‘ e’rig s o priva e property. Jima ely .e '’t f tn ht ' r t + Ult t 1 tn
only way to chaleenge the system of interest rates is for everyone
to Stop paying rents(& mortgage interest), thus withdrawing the
capitalists revenue. But instead, tenants are herded off into
supporting opportunist politicians or into easily defeated partial
rent strikes which only prolong the agony. Clearly everybody isn‘t
going to stop paying rent tomorrow, but unless that objective is
posed, few will work towards it. A political analysis means under
~standing the links between economic,social and political factors
which create problems, in this way community action can educate. -
However, people learn more readily through STRUGGLE than print.
e. CLASS SOLIDARITY & COLLECTIVES: It is too often assumed that
neighbourhood and other action groups will be concerned with their
own ‘selfish’ interests. This idea is encouraged by social scientists
& other commentators who adhereto a Pluralist perspective,However,
making LINKS between issues must inevitably lead to making LINKS
between groups, Therefore, tenants are much stronger if they can
get workers to support them, the same applies in reverse. The real
strength lies in organisation at local BASE level, because this is
where the system is weakest. At a national level,communication is
controlled & manipulated tp CONTAIN; At a city or neighbourhood

<>e1'1,- @:@e1flL1ne@st@s“bsT ee@tisi%~&'reeeine o; T
Pddireladapinsaawax'Whi@hlSUBVERT$'@@ntT@1iSisandT$RatS;@Rm%R5T?SRé§“ "A Panacea trotted out for the’weakness’of community action is 1 "
the idea of a National Organisation. This predictably comes from
Political Party people. The suggestion is that as decisions are made
at a national level,they must be gought at a national level.This
may sound logical BUT IN PRACTICE this mirroring of Organisation .
 leads to the degeneration of action into bureaucracy & ooportunism
dor ‘leaders’. Groups are not yet strong enough to FEDERATE nation
—ally. Where for instance,tenants assocs set up a national Organisat
-ion with a ‘National’ paper, party manipulation behind the scenes
itself & the containment trap triumphs again. Groups must protect
their local AUTONOMY, national link-ups are best restricted to
an informal kind with organisation based on local collectives.§ ~

It is easy to dismiss this as lacking political strategy. How,
people ask, can issues often generated on a global scale, be tackled
by local groups?.The answeris simple, the global domination takes
place because we accept it. Control by the Authorities man be
SUBVERTED by working towards taking power at a local level - all .-
institutions,industrp,housing,transport,services etc, & THEN
forming a federal structure of delegates to communicate and sort
out wider functions or relative needs and exchanges between areas.’
The intrusion of political parties has to be resisted as have any
attempts to contain working class solidarity & mobilisation. In
fighting issues we must try & develop ALTERNATIVE forms and methods
of organising and living together. N ‘ A

 n u Often the problems gaced by community
groups are in reality noneproblems. There; is no housing shortage,
its just that thousands of huge empty buildings, second homes or
 PO0Bdd~used¢mansionswmaintain the"status & investments of the wealthy.
Twfldntsqhayentorcampaign for community facilities.when they may_be§;
surrounded byhundreds of empty houses or shops which the Council is
unable to let, but is unwilling to hand over to tenants. ‘Experts’
mutter about free transport but trade unionists join forces with 1
conservationists to protect an old church from a motorway. Yet the
real answer is for people to just stop paving fares and for conductors
to stop collecting them. The working class in Italy have organised
mass squatting & refusals to pay fares, The traditions of containment
have lessof aeeveryday existence. In Britain.we worry toomuch about
the intricate legalities of whether the system will allow us to do
things,participating in THENR System, instead of making society OURS



 

, Tho follow ing leaflet has boon distributod.by.fibcrdoon Group at two antiefiuts demos: flu;
firststhxoc soc_tions originally appoarmd in.AEERDEEN‘PEOPLES*PRESS.

N E¥g?§§E¥@§q¥i;E§ij%y¥$3KY 'Whon considering alternatives to tho govcrnmont’s policies it is osee
-::~nt:i.ol to Wake account of why tho government has adopted its pro sent course. As tho policy
of c utting *0";-___;i‘-l'~'l ‘~+"*I3.’><§ndituro on welfare services is not an isoibatod act which tho govern-

, ‘$¢B?- have thought up out of the blue, it is complo_tely inadequate to react to tho situation
‘ as if tho government had just through mistaken thinking cadoptcd a "wrong" policy.

On tho contra ry tho government's policy on public expenditure is an integral part of their
conorol @¢OnflEi@'__ strategy to croato a more profitable British industry in.which those with ”
°$PitQP1- will be willing to invest. And ,qivon tho fact that the Labour government is c0mit-
tod to running tho proscnt profit~baso d economy, this is basically the only strategy they can
agmwpt. You can't run a profitébascd. oconomy'whthomt giving first priority to profit-making.

; Thus any policy for Social services which is to be a real alternative must involve a
 gOmplGt0 tra ns formation in the nature of tho economy. The driving force of the accumulatmn"
T of @¢.pitg1"Ey cdrpora tions must be roplacod.by the goal of tho direct satisfaction of pcope

lo ‘s: needs. Such an.Economy'would. onablo tho adequate resources which do undoubtedly exist
to bo c ha nnollmd.into health, education, housing, otc in sufficient quantity.

Some —p@oplo are advocating that instead of their prosont policy the government should koop
up or increase tho rate of public expenditure, allow wages to rise. significantly, act
detorminedly sq, roduco unemployment. Such lggasurcs would in the immediate sense bencfit 
"w orking people . Howe vor they would so adversely affect tho prospects for a profitable Brit—
ish industry that the gcvo rnmcnt, unrosorvodly committed to administrating capitalism, will '
never adopt - such a poIicy. Attempting by talk or reason to "persuade" tho government to mo»

flato the :ocoonomy'will hamoinc offcct who tsocvcr on their actions.
!¥mlEF¥gL}EmL?—This is not to say that we think nothing can be donc until tho ontiro economy

is transformcd.A1though.tho extent to which we can stop the cuts and dcfond.our standard
of living is limited as long as tho oconomy*is bcsod on profit~making,tho effort is still
"worth making4Tho important thing is not j ust to talk but to ACT against unemployment,
wage-restrictions & tho cuts.To the throat of redundancies we can countorpcsc tho alter-
nativ;c of a sshorter working w cok;for all at tho same pay. To back up our demands wo must
be prepared to occupy work-places throatonod with closure or mass rodundanny. Similarly,
"words will not break the government's . ago restrictions. Only dotcrmincd industrial action

I with.unity§ bctwcon botwecn.difforont groups of workers, will stop real wages falling. A '
massive co mpa ign unit-ing the working class in industry and the community taking action -
in oppos ition to tho cuts could Etrnce tho government to drop some of their cutbacks. I;~,_'§{j'E;#f
w o outline rnore specifically actions the cuts ca mpaign.could.takc.

If a campaign did res ult in significantly loss fowor outs, in addition to being of immod-
iatm: lxanofit to working people, this would also docpon the crisis. Without a "profitable

limatc " invos tors would not invest in British industry and private capital would be rol-
u°ttant to continue lending tho government money. . ~

In such.a situation of economic and political crisis tho campaign would probably falter
a nd die away unless it was inspired by a vision of an alternative way of running tho public
sorvibgp//EmJ7'.and tho whole economy. If the campaign did.havo this positive alternative
goal, it could woll gain in strength from its initial success and go on to tho offensive.
HOW IT OULD BE * : . . A—-l-—-—pF-—-—-~"2pE;—- For tho successful creation od’an alternative economy based on human
no ed, the movement for an alternative form of public services would have to be united with
similarrmovomonts in all areas of social lifc. Tho movements and organisations that already
oxist aiming .gt, for example, workers’ control of industry, womons' liberation, tcnants/
community'control of housing, full rights for school students, would have to grow greatly in
s trongth and vision and roaliso their common.idontity and goals. Power would.havc to be so-
iz cd from tho corporation executives, tho government and tho state bureaucrats who control
industry, education, hoalth and all the areas of soc~ial lifg and vostod in tho community
as a whole . This ca n’t bo done by tho coming to power of a "revolutionary party" who would
only become a new clito. Dccisionamaking mus t ccaso to bo in tho soparato world of!Po1iti0§'
inhabited only by a few specialists. A system of mass assemblies and workcrs'<& community
councils of rocallablo delegates could onablo us for tho first time to control our own lives
Cloq_r_ly, such a process will ro~quirc a great transformation in peoples‘ deepest bolicfs
and attitudes, and very way of living and relating to pooplo. Not least it will require
a tremendous effort to overcome the submissive attitude to authority which is deeply cmbodv
dod' in every one of us, and which is apparent in the labour movement, as in openly capital~
isto institutions.
'W'th th e - ‘ ~ ' -on tgdaynweiii figing of proguction to human needs, not profits, much of the production Qaried

come rocun a nt. Br d t_ _ _ t _ enklns, lnSu?ahoo, advertising, the armed forces and armsp o uc ion, priva o car production, all the various forms of morey~collectinc I 1
could be run down and, in most cases, eventually eliminated I 6, P us many more
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end of planned Obsele sconce and ielibrately shoddy production will also make work done
ay unnecessary. Unlike today, this rundown of certain industries and activities xwill not
ult in unemployment and poverty. Rather than some people working many hours a week while
ers are unemployed with lots of free time but a very low income, work will be shared, all
l benefit fr om a shorter working week without any fall in standards of living. People who
kod at jobs no longer required will retrain. A great quantity of resources, in terms of both
plo and materials, will be freed from socially useless work and available to work in areas
re there are real nee ds to be mot; health, education, housing and social services will undd~
edly be major beneficiaries of this transfer of resources.
But having adequate resources channelled into the service is not itself enough. at present
re resources are available they are frequently mis-used en the wrong priorities, the services
e burea uc ratica lly run outside the control of most of the workers in the services and of
recipients of the services, and the whole way in which the services operate robs people of

ir initiative and turns them into passive c onsumors, dependent on specialists.
All this must change. Priorities must be decided by all the workers involved and all those
use the servico~~m~ there must be a conscious effort to regain control of whole areas of"
lives ‘which we have surrendered to'the expertst. G

HTING THE CUTS IN ABERDEEN :
udents and people in the community fighting together. Thus the coming together of the Aber~
n.Trados Council Committee on Public Service Cutbacks, Aberdeen Area National Union of Studs
s and Aberdeen Campaign Against the Cuts (a body involving city trade unionists and commun~

' groups ) to produce a joint crisis/cuts bulletin is a big step forward. It's important tha
s leads on to unity in action against the cuts. Spreading information and argument about the
S ii important. But it will needs pic kots, strikes, occupations and other forms of action t
co oca

—- - ~ ~ ~ -~=>--— The cuts can only be opposed successfully by trade unionists

an‘J3d central government to give way.
There are plenty of examples of cuts in Aberdeen that need to be fought with united action.
the Bridge of Don a now, purpose-built nursery is lying empty. It is one of four nurseries
Grampian Region that the Regional Council have decided not to staff. This is one of the
y cutbacks which, in our society where childcare and domestic work are unfairly TO6eYd@d as
est exclusively "womons‘ work", will hit women.particularly badly. Mothers in the Bridge of
. have formed an.Action Group to fight for the opening cg the nursery. It's important that
'sery nurs e s and their trade union branc h, NLLGO Local Government, and also trainee nuT9'
' nurses link up with local residents in the campaign. The Trades Council, nbcrdeen Area NUS
L other community groups could give valuable support to any actions,such as Piokotind the R06"
Lal Council or occupying the nursery, that the campaign might take. At the University and the
.legos in.Aberdeen, joint action against the cuts by students and workers could have a great

t.“£10

In the schools the teachers‘ unions need to link together with parents and
school students  if the vicious staffing cuts are to be stopped. The teachers‘
case is an outstanding example of verbal protest not being enough. Hardly a
day goes by without a statement from an.EIS orSSA loader decrying the cuts.
But noyhing has changed. find nothing will change until action is taken. NhLGO's
decision to go for a one-day strike against the cuts showed the way -as a start.

Organisational forms are not everything. However, the existence of a single
cuts campaign co-ordinating body , involving TUs, community groups and student bodies
would help the development of a united cuts campaign. At present the Trades Council
Cuts Committee, ACAC and the Aberdeen Area NUS are working together while still being
independent bodies. Itis important that this co-operation should continue and that it
‘should leedd in time to the formation of a genuine joint TU—c0mmunity groups-studflnts
‘camps ign co-ordinating body with equal status accorded to participants fr0m O&0h 500*
ion.

There needs to be unity in the cuts campaign. The other great need is for the
campaign to be based on the actions of rank and file working people, not on the Words
of councillors, MPs or TU loaders. Labour councillors in opposition on the Grampian
Regional Council have recently been talking against the cuts. Meanwhile their coll-
cagues in power in Parliament-- and on the Aberdeen District Council-- have
‘been .acting .... MAKING CUTS}! We shouldnit bo fooled. If we're going to stop tho
craziness of a system that chops social services to boost private profits we are going
to ha ve to organise together and do it ourselves. 2

aaasssa saaasss *#*s*** sssaass
NON nynltaste NOE AVRILHBLE NUW AVRILABLE NOW‘ AVAILABLE . . . ........
PORTUGAL the imposs ible revolution?

* BY Phil Mailer
"Interviews, arguments, leaflets, discussion. Laughter and tears, longing and

. frustration"£2.25 + 20p (pap) from SOLID.-XRITY‘, 123 Lathom Road, London 1:6.
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i Move back one space for every day that the magazine or
rnal is late.
o forward ten spaces * members/subscribers actually receive
ies of the yournal. T
romised articles don't arrive. Stay put until er
il you throw a twelve ~ there is only one dice .

‘ive page stencil arrives miss five. hross. p
Production collective has ngover ~ lss nine throws, -

;Duplicator hasihangover, no one thinks of using another,
miss 1? our throws ; V
Y;Twonty page article, single space, on ‘The need ’ limiting
the length of contributions‘ arrives ~ miss twenty "osa...
Etc, etc, etc, etc, d
Remember you're on a rouna ut} the quickest way of going
anywhere may be to stand s
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('18Seriously though, comrades, late appearance of the Iirst
ELF journal doesn't matter a dams The revolution hasn't been

Tpostponed beeause of it but some questions do need to be aaaed
and answered.  i
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Why was the title ottish Libertarian’ when the ELF confer-
ence SP@cifically -‘1 it should not contain "c words ‘anarchist
/libertarian‘? r t
Why was only one person allowed to be ultimately responsible .
for the magazine's production?
Why was the copy deadline ignored? '
Why didn't all those wh.o insisted on subm.it‘£ain{;; vast cs.c~.ays
at least turn up to help print them?
Why can't we have a limit on the length of articles?
Why do we have to accept every article submit ed? It's a funny
Rind of ‘fro dos‘ which opposes rejecting or cutting articles
but leaves production in the control oi one person. .
Why can't we get it together to produce a worthwhile magazine
<ns'time?
Why am I so worked up about something ion esn't really -
I11atter?b | . l _, I
Because it doesn‘t matter in itself; it's the dis:orgPJ1tbisatio1ig
the incoherence, the lack or any IO3lTpUIpOSO that such things
reflect which is the disturbing point. So it's back to good ’
Old Orfianisation again and rather than mo rambling on ad nause -
cam, some points to pox r from a recent ’Solidarity' text on
the subject 4
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e"...the growth and deeline of anarchist and other libertarian
QIOUPS Wflfi HOE random; It WQS ClOar1y rolatod to thg lgvcl Qf
turbulence and self-activity of the Working class; When the
working class was bellieose andfself~confident the libertarian
groups were numerous and active, When the working o1a~s 'is
passive the libertarian groupsjfiorc shall in number often
engaged in bitter infighting....The inplioations of aro
rather worrying; libertarian groups are revealed as such
tha fihjcfita rather than the-subjects of history, ,' doesn't‘-——T c-’-. J<1c%-£3
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has got are ideas and information. It hardly
at most groups have precious little of either'73

revolutionary group is a source oi 1nror~
is useless, It has no poi-nt. u
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. libertarians they have presumably no wish to capture positions
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Members of the group have been involved in a'uido range of aetivitios, mostly
on an inoiviaool basis but meeting regularly enables us to keep in eloso touch.

 Ono member is invplved.(through hberdoen.Peoplcs' Press and the WEA) in.Health
& Safety courses for shop stewards. Apart from the intrinsic value of this, it is

J...

"" posarmmr; for members dq

totality of the problems of modern society, and in particularf
of the problem of socialisn- and thirdlv to defnd their innoda
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(John Quail in Astounding Stories Of
P Our hpoeh)-

lb ouite noatlv and any oi‘ us still?
‘T3

; W0 could think over these points before the next conf,
n

s

Paul Gordon - Anarchopely after an ii
ijhnl by Jcdni Conan

a we ref getting in touch with people in specific regions (e.g. workers at Nigg
sitogi So veral of us have taken a personal interest and two have been actively
involved in investigating dangerous work practices involving carcinogenic m$tor~

' ials within.Hhordecn University: we believe Health<& Safety to be an.important
- for libertarians to help in since it immediately brings into question the profit

ba s is and authoritarian character of this society -»whero people are often
bordered to o ndongor their health/safety for their employer's profit.Loa~flots
were put out at Peace People and 2 Cuts demos.

Another member is involved in Aberdeen SMG: SMG and other gay groups appear to
be thriving ~ discos, theatre groups,ctc. Co-operation with University Anarchist
Group ceased a bruptly when 2 of them stood up and said we were all in favour of
disaffiliation from NUS-Qaa part from that their arguments were tcrr1blo- ospoe-
is lly the one about people fighting the outs ipdividually(1) At Nial1‘s suggesti
'wo—a re going to try c ontaeting them again. At present we are layihg out SOCIAL
REVOLUTION 7, which should be available soon.'We are also distributing a popphlet
on.Ireland by Adem.Buick; 8R's new pamphlet on China and the "Introduction $0 SR”.
‘A bookstall in the Univ. should be re-starting soon, and will be on outlet fior
Scottish Libertarian 2 and other material. (§§p@p, Abergogul q _

****Univoroity Anarchist Group:“‘ll’
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****fiberdsen.SR.Group, Ber 25,q t
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There is understandable concern amongst some SLF members that the group is no more

than a talking shop packed with verbal wankers, and they propose more action (all sorts).
This response is inadequate because:

a) the frustration with talking is a result of talking about the wrong things (often
things-which 5Qn't exist) at an_unpractical level. In part this is due to a false .
attempt to remove the inconsistencies and complexities of the real world, to simplify
things by resorting to jargon and ideological display - which in fact leads us into -
new difficulties

B) we relate primarily to the actions of political groupings. Fy feeling is that
while pressure (demands, campaigns) for social change comes from such groupings, the
actual process of social change is brought about by transitory groupings who often
don't give a fuck for politics (all sorts) -
together in the pub, street gangs, etc.)

such as strike committees, people getting

c) to look to political organizations as the enabling force behind action reveals a
lack of creativity and imagination, compared With the everyday reality of class
struggle, in which people are bursting with ideas and concrete proposals for fighting
back and for taking control.

d) we still labour with the illusion that only political groups can develop correct
general ideas about what happens in society and environs. The criticisms of manage-
ment techniques and union manipulations put forward most recently by Loyland tool-
makers show that is is not so.

e) a lot of people are still mystified about the role of libertarian groups in
relatisn to the class struggle. To base action on these illusions is sterile, because
we end by duplicating authoritarian tendencies and relationships.

f) some people respond with fatigue and frustration to examining their own attitudes,
make unrealistic claims to a premature libera tion — based on their ability to parrot
the right phrases at the right time, but exposed.by their behaviour in situations
where they do not feel accountable for their actions, in everyday life.

g) we still talk in absolutes. But every
and may require its own form of organization.

situation demands a specific approach,
The umbrella approach of the trad.

left (ONE "revolutionary" organization) doesn't stop people getting wet, and contributes
to setting back people‘s autonomy and initiat ive.

h) it makes no sense to try and invent things for the SLF to do, until we have talkedb
about how actual defensive struggles can develop into an attack on the state, capital,
etc. we have no choice but to recognize the futility of trying to initiate activity
at some vague level detached from the base, when there are people all around us
doing practical things all the time - however inadequate these might appear when falsely
measured against our imagined sophistication.

Peter Silcock .
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CLYDE§;Q§ REPORT :
Before SL 1 came out, we collectively
decided to 'abolish'(in true anarchist

tradition) the §dasgown§narchist_§roup
~& go for a new Dual structure based
around alternate sLs(_c.:.eegew) Public

‘forums & local group “Offensive” mtgs.
~ This has not worked out in practice.& this
reflects in part on.me(Keith) for not

a farce-literally but this was largely
due to the appearance of a certain.AWA
member-in.Port Glasgow who is an SWP stoog
-e, Both the 2nd&5rd ones were very badly
advertisedi& this shows the main weakness
in Glasgow at the moment - COORDINATION

( perhaps GAG-mk2 needs to be re4born?).
Anyway, the 5rd forum-had.Dave on the

forseeing the pitfalls that we have made for Fight to Live but the mtg moved over
ourSelves when I prgposed the pew ‘structure’. ti: ;fifeI§E?Zg$;g%mg::Z;StZe::€in%H:°

 The Offensives idea hasnt
simply icaught on‘ & only Daly who is now
community Organiser in Govan under the
the (Silly)Job(s) Creation <9. Keith who

 has produced a épgge local "Offensives"
 forlfiaryhill seem to be keeping the Idea

going. The other side of the coin, the SBF
Public forums haven't exactly progressed

too well either. The ist one on-NATIDNALISM
-with around 15 anarchists was quite a
good standard with Charlie, Jean,Eave etc

all contributing lenghthy but consistent
&:WEll expressed opinions. The 2nd one was

bus Garage when.PGAG people came along
- Dve,Ian»& Stuart have produced a ~
Eair Fares special paper which shouli

-appear soon, although many good ides
on the Fares campaign.are not becomhi

-g concrete for various bad reasons.
- The 4th forum was put off
for a week to allow for extensive ~~

advertising. Stuart spoke on Free
Schools &=the idea of one in Govan is
being shuffled around although this~
needs a lot of thought as indicated
by Stuarts experiences at Barrowfield.
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As many of you will have probably noted, during the 2 years of the
S.IsF.s existence as an expression of affinity between libertarians
in Scotland I have written probably more than anybody else(David,
Glasgow is the only contender) & much of this has been directed
at the seeming problem of WHAT IS THE S.L.F. SUPPOSED TO ACHIEVE?
This article is intended to be in terms of practical suggestions.
If comrades want to view this in theoretical perspective then I refer
them to "ANAHCHISM.AS METHOD" on pages 25-26 of SCOTTISH LIBHHTARIAN 1
‘While much of our frustration has
wider sources & in my opinion partly
stems from widespread confusion as
to the use of a "revolutionary organ
—isation",there is no reason for
this frustration & confusion to be
maximised as it is at present. '
At the last conference we defined
the S.L.F. as a membership affinity
association on an individual basis
in relation to a brief "manifesto".
AH David(Glasgow) noted at the time
this in itself is scarcely sufficie.
-nt. However, I still disagree with
him over his advocacy of the S.L.F..
being re-constituted along the in
lines of the.Anarchist Workers
Association with their perspective
of formal organisational structure 
such as 5i—monthly Del egate
Qppferencesi & policy—making
National conferences.
The practical reason for the  
change from the way the Magazine
is collated/produced/sent out ist
the failure of those involved in
bringing QQ l to materialisation
(although at least Glasgow together
contributed some 20 pages of text).
However, this has given us the
incentive to over~turn our
"structurelessness"& give life to

Tthe concept of the S.o.F.. ,
So.....while the production etc of
§p 2 has taken place in Dundee,
the change is more than simply a
change in venue.
The idea behind this organisational
change comes from looking at how
'Solidarity'organises on a National
basis. Like_§§ their magazine comes
out every 2 months & is distributed
at their bi-monthly conferences.
Like §L, although for different
technmcal reasons, the production
process stays in the same place.
Exactly in-between these conferences & the distribution of literature,
the working group meets to collate

& layout the forthcoming mag..
Any coordination matters arising
can also be dealt with & aired
in the internal news-sheet.  
However, since 'Sol;§§rity'
is more or less a national
revolutionary collective formed
upwards by autonomous groups &
does not on a national level
see itself collectively in terms
of direct action,there is no
direct comparison with theI§LF.
Therefore a "workin rou "
structure is now in goin-
within.the STE; III members
are welcome to participate.
I groups wish to elegappl
an in ividual they are ree to
do so providing this doesn't
in practice serve to restrict
the possible attendance of othesn """*"""*""T-comrades at the working group‘.
The WORKING GROUP(SLF):~
l/ Collates-produces-distributes
the Magazine. Contents & agit
~prop pages etc can be typed
out at the last moment as can
short reports & info.. I
2/ Decides & prints in Mag the
date/venue of the next working
group pp alternatively,as is
the case now notifies SLF-—-2members and interested others I
that the National Secretary will
be sending out details about
the conference in late-April or
early May as soon as the liason
is completed with the host group.
A news-sheet including a possible
agenda is sent out within the
next month.
5/ Provides time for discussion
around ossible areas for the
coordination of activity:—
speaker & film tours;SLF leaflets;
local bookshops(eg.Edinburgh)

 translation & contact with
Ziéidéiiiééfiiéiééfétfiiéfit*e‘t‘Z§*§§§$€t‘§*in$8i%{H§’°%f.fa%eH‘%ei%é%i8%P§¢; lit. .
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THE OF THE SLF - CONTDWED. S
Priewious to writing his article 'SLF-AI\I3I' runes? ' ,Keith _(Glasgowr) sent a

circular to membeirs explaining brieifly the new WOl"klD.g'-GFOLIQ struoture.We
here present extracts from Sharon Hayd en(Ed inburgh) ‘F: rep1y:-

"I think meetings every 2 months to produce theSCOTTISH LIBEHTARIAN a very good idea
andalse agree that it would be economical on time and effort if they were also used to
co—ordinate group campaigns, resources, speaking tours, demos etce

I suppose this is an attempt to get use more oriented toward. actipp (i. 6. H1OVing away
the SL1?‘ being only a talking shop and I'm all in favour offlwthat.

:2) However, I just hope all of this is going to be well publisised i. e. that everyone knows
whet n the next "production etc.“ meeting is going to bet; and that the S.L. comes out in
time to publicise these events discussed. This means a strict deadline for S.I». “-

would these meetings relate to Eionferences? ‘"i"1E65e"£Ee§"e'6u2.aa'e supercede them,
4 Perhaps expand that bit aoout"centra]l crontac't addreso?*- do we advertise in
{(Yes-typis.t)). Because that seems a good way of people getting in contact. Perhaps; we
could tell you what our special interests are and these could be relayed to contacts
when they write enquiring where their nearest contact/group is; 5.. ea if people 1301115 be’
t-tild not only of others geographically near to them, but also to where they are at in other
ways; e. g. libertarians v.ror1;ing i.n libraries; those interested in libertarian education;
street _theatre;; Gay Libertarians; those in WLM; etc, etc.. Otherwise I think just helping
get around -the exceptional mailings (like this one from Charlie dz Keith). Maybe if s/he
has time to look at anarchist/libertarian literature, collect it if it is cheap and review it
if it8s exceptionally good (or exceptionally r1'1bbishy). Well, Ithink that8s all aboot that.

I
‘ I

yours fraternally,
Sharon Hayden.

We; also received a letter from National Secretary Stuart Red.fern,containing the
following comments : - ; A
' With regard to the role of Nat.Sec.. ,I do think it needs further clarification in a

number of respects:
a)If Nat._.Sec. is to be a central contact adress,s/he will need information about the
interests,ac'ti.vities,contacts of xSLFrnme:nbers.,Since these will in some cases quite poss-
ibly not be suitable for public distribut1on,SLF members should,I think,let Nat.Sec
have a private note of these..I agree with Sharon Ha den's point no.-.4.
b)I also agree with Sharon's point(about lite:~cature,§..?.\.-ifight I therefore suggest that
groups & individuals please deposit single co ies of literature with I\Tat.Sec. For(1)
--his/her own education.§(2)for reviewing in SI»€5)for details of availability of publi-
caticns,to be relayed to members. dc other contacts ,if they seem to fit their interests
as outlined in (a) above-I.I would be willing to do this,<S’¢ if it is required by members
that it should be a function of the Nat.Sec,then anyonr taking on the Nat.Sec. role
in future should accept it.It is very important that addresses for obtaining publicat-
ions beknown to Nat.Sec.
c)?-rho should undertake distribution of SL?Nat. Sec. or Production Group? If Prod. Group,
then they should. keep Nat..Sec. fiomed about who has received a copy(maybe their sub
will have run out.) ‘
d')W1r1c~ should receive subs? 1\Iat.Sec. or Prod.Group?If both,then confusion arises,as at

resent.
e§Should. Nat. Sec. be responsible for production of reports on SLF Conferences?Minutes°
Agenda? ' "
f Administrative. arrangements for SLF conferences. I
These questions should be raised at SLF conference perhaps,but it might be possible to
get some of them sorted out at the Production Group meeting. ' '

CLYDESIDE REPORT

same venue as last SLF Conference is on
the “Other left" & thereafter we are goin
to move the "Roadshow" to Govan with the
corby Open Door film possibly being the
ist attract-ion(April 4th approx). Dave,
as a "minority tend ency" wanted» to shift
the Forums to Slit. mornings so as to
enable women dkids to attend. Everybody

sympathisedi withthe idea but Keith in  
particular pointed out that few SLF cds

from Glasgow would/would attend on Sat.
mornings. This will be reviewed‘ no doubt

I
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"‘}"' In addition a number of

The last one to be held? in-Partick,

8

things
have been iniated A!I’OI\TOT"?OUSLY:—
Dick,Ivor etc in Paisley coflzlege have
been producing the student paper which
has 'fadlen foul’ of the Authorities <5’<-.

anti—election etc pieces printed;
Alan has produced POCIET-SEDITION ;
Charlie arranged the showing in Glasgow,

Paisley,Stirling & Edinburgh of 2 films
from New York on I.»’i'.Sostre & Red Squads;
Andy is producing a shipbuilding bulletin
in "the lower clyde dc has localhelp;

Dick,Ivor,Deex etc have started a

its-gasoia asssaY@> might ls-we



SLF-PmTF0m.-: FOR LOTION? I
Action-we‘ need more ,everybod.y agrees. Both Gonferences I've been to,somebody‘s stood

up & spoken of the need‘ for coordinated SLF activity,but not a great deal‘s com-rs of it.
There are a few reasons(a)The most active groups(e,g.Aberdeen,Glasgcw)have put much
energy into community-based struggles which don't really need national co-ordination,
& are often inappropriate to other areas( e. g.Glasgow‘s Fair Fares)
b)Other action( e. g. defence committees,.Health & Safety,Womens‘I-iberation,etc.),while
not locally based,involve a great many other political groupings & individuals. Since
we don‘t believe in ‘taking over‘ such struggles ,or setting up ‘anarchist fronts‘,we
can't direct them,but the SLF could take important in spreading & encouraging
such self-activity‘
c)Bad communications :the co-ordination & ccmmunication that has taken place in the past
has been mainly onthe Glasgow-Stirling-Edinburgh a:xisz—p'laces which are comparatively
close together. It has hardly existed further north.This is pafiickularly felt by isol-
ated mernberszmany of us have found it difficult to join the ‘new’ SLF,because we did‘t
have the necessary info-which we could only get if we were member-si

Conclusionszthe present bimonthly working groups could prove very useful in get-
ting co-ordination going,but two months is a long time,so I'd suggest an ‘activist
network‘ of_ p60plB' with the time& inclination to keep in touch by phone dc letter on a
regular week-to-week (or day-to-day,if necessary Ebasis. could report activity,com-
pare notes, su.ggest further action,&keep spirits up, This plan would require dedication,
but would only need one person in each area,& would keep the snotty nosesAoutof our
business if it becomes dodgy. (of the Special Branch)

Also,we should allocate a session next conference to thrash out the best ideas
for co-ordinating action &(if necessary) farm them out to further ‘working groups‘.
Then we can spend the rest of the conference waffling 6’: arguing to our hearts‘
content without feeling guilty.

Suggestions for action(a)the production of apamphlet on Scottish Nationalism-:
this has been mooted by Aberdeen ss as 8. possibility for SR/AWA/Solidarity collab-
oration,but would probably be more apprepriate as an SlF‘ ‘production. Ihave a draft
outline in the pipeline.
b-)The revival of the ‘roadsh0w‘ ,of speakers touring scotland and cutting down ex-
pfenses.This plan foundered before,but is definitely worth another bash.

These suggestions should be taken in the spirit in which they're writte-n:it
doesn't matter if They're discarded as long as they keep discussion rolling,‘Pe‘r=-
haps the worst thing we can do is to take ourselves too seriously,For instance,
there have been hours of agonising over how we ‘re ever going to achieve anything
b ut I reckon we have achieved somethingzkeeping a non-sectarian forum for liber-
tarian discussion alive in Scotland for two years,de-spite hard times dc overwhelm-
ing waves of apathy.Considering the state of the Hzovwent‘ in the rest of the
English-speaking worldgthat IS something.Smile,folks.

Nial]=.(Du.ndee sa)I
 i¢%ZI

IMPORTANT NOTICEI.111.!ITEMS FOR AGENDA & DISCIBSIO-N DOCUMENTS FOR NEXT SLF
CONFERENCE MUST E HANDED I.NT NATIONAL SEC.Bl’;' APRIL 25rd,197‘7 repeat, to Nat ,Sec.
by April 25rd. Ignore at your peril.To the barricades,etc,etc.(ZZZZZZZZZ.....)

AUBREY/BERRY/CAI\'£PBELL DEFENCE.
Oh February 18th,threemen,Duncan Campbell,Crispin Aubrey(freelance -journ'al;-

is:tts)& ‘John Berry( ex—sold‘:ier)were arrested under section two of the official sec-
rets act ,were kept incommunicado for twc days before being P3‘ were detained‘
or-. further period before being allowed bail. can Campbel 1S an ex-Dundonian & old
friend of SIF memberstfie works as a freelance journalist specialising in communic-
ations technology ,& as such collaborated with Mark I-Iosenball on a famous but l-ittle
seen article -in‘Time Out‘.Here they theorised that the Provisinal IRA had» -the t6-Oh-
nology to trigger bombs by radio signal.The British forces could then use their-»
superior -technology to -detect -the IRA frequency ,& set bombs off prematurely.

~ - This -touched a sensitive nerve with Me-rlyn Rees ,who decided. to chuck Hosenball
o ut -of -the country ,& when Campbell announced on TV that he'd written most of-the
article, the special-branch must have decided to nab him too,He dc Aubrey are charg-
ed with receiving classified info-from Berry-even though he left the army in 1970.
The-Labour Party has also -‘promised’ to repeal the section of the actunder which
charges -were brougt. Campbell's flat has been ransacked,& since being bailed out ,the
5 have been constantly followed by police. The work -they've been doing(along -with
Agec <9;-. Hcsenoa'l.2t)to.e::p»ose the -S tate‘s-repressive apparatus is -too-:Lmport~ant -tc be
stopped -this -Way.We-‘re enclosing a copy of the Defence Committee's petition for
t he droppingof charges &= change in the law, & we encourage all to support the
campaign. They need financial help in particular.
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